Landscape Lighting

Today on Gardening in a Minute: landscape lighting.

Landscape lighting can provide a lovely and welcoming atmosphere while adding safety to your landscape and value to your home.

There are lots of options for your landscape lighting. Low- or medium-intensity lighting along walkways and driveways can provide visual guidance and separate these areas from the rest of the landscape. It will also highlight any plantings you have next to your hardscape.

Uplight trees for a dramatic touch, or point lights towards an outdoor wall or ceiling to light the garden indirectly.

There are many energy-efficient options to outdoor lighting. LED lights use almost no energy and last for a long time, and solar lights recharge during the day and require very little work to install.

To complete your landscape, let there be light!

For more information on landscape lighting and many other gardening topics, contact your county Extension office or visit Gardening in a Minute dot com.
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